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Observation Feedback Report 
John Leggott College: SHD Diploma Lesson 
 
 
 
Learning 
 

• Students are immediately engaged by the challenge of identifying materials 
and resources in the context of the case study and can make sensible 
suggestions as to their use. 

• Some students are disengaged by the fast pace and technical vocabulary 
during the presentation phase of the lesson, though some do make notes. 

• The majority of students appear to know the answers to some of the 
questions raised. In particular the one male student appears confident with all 
his answers. 

• Students engage well during the last 5 minutes when working in pairs to 
define terminology to each other. 

• Little other opportunity for learning seems to have been created, other than 
listening tot eh teacher’s presentation during the majority of the lesson time. 

 
 
Teaching 
 

• A clear context for the lesson is explained, though not with specific learning 
outcomes for the students. 

• Pace is maintained through the initial practical activity. The items are used 
effectively to prompt students to consider the different services that might be 
needed for full patient care. 

• The presentation phase of the lesson is instructional in nature, leaving 
students passive. A small number of closed questions are used, whilst 
terminology and explanations are given at some speed with few visual 
supports. 

• The resources around the case study patient are broad and stimulating, but 
students have very little opportunity to engage with them. 

• It is not clear whether the students have the technical knowledge to support 
their understanding of the large number of explanations and terminology in 
the lesson. 
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• At times the teacher implies that the students might not succeed in the 
lesson, saying ‘We’ve got a little game at the end that, hopefully I’ll be bale to 
see whether or not you’ve learnt anything’. 

• The teacher uses an ECG on one student to demonstrate the process, but 
others cannot see what is happening and there is no real account of what the 
machine does. This leaves students disengaged. It is not clear how the 
demonstration supports the objectives of the lesson. The results of the ECG 
are not interpreted as ‘this would take too long’, therefore the purpose of the 
activity is unclear other than demonstrating ‘what a patient would go through 
in hospital’. The ECG printout is given to students who cannot interpret or 
access it for their learning. 

• A large volume of technical information is conveyed but is only explained in 
one or two sentences, is not displayed or provided as a resource for students 
or recorded by them.  

• The teacher demonstrated taking blood from a model, but again the majority 
of students cannot see what is happening and the purpose is unclear. One 
student is given the opportunity to repeat the process but without clear tuition, 
method or purpose. 

• There is no ongoing assessment beyond short questions and answers to 
indicate what students are learning. In fact, many seem to know some of the 
technical terms and can answer closed questions without difficulty. It is not 
clear whether the students are significantly challenged by the presentation or 
the questions. 

• No linkage or sequence of patient services is explained, so it is not clear how 
each of the different professionals involved need to communicate with one 
another, and how the overall picture of patient care is assembled. This is one 
of the key objectives of the lesson.  

• A paired activity is introduced in the last 5 minutes of the lesson, ‘just for me 
to see what you’ve learned today’. The teacher states that this is an 
assessment activity for her, but is not able to take a view across the class to 
see who is correct in which of the definitions. In seeking feedback from 
students about their learning in the lesson only two students give low level 
responses. 

• The teacher says she will put together a few more sessions like this that are a 
‘bit more active for you’, whereas the students have been passive for all but 
the last 5 minutes of the session.  

• Students’ learning in the lesson was not assessed adequately and cannot be 
evaluated after the lesson as not written work was produced.  

 
 

The amount of learning during the main, presentation part of the lesson is unclear. In 
reality it would be necessary to talk with students to see which elements were new 
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knowledge, and how far their previous knowledge was being extended. Since they 
had so little opportunity to interact with each other, the teacher or the material during 
this part of the lesson this information cannot be gained from observation alone. 
 
The learning objectives in the teacher’s planning were: 

• Give an overview of who will typically be involved in patient care 
Whilst this was covered it is not clear how much the students already knew 
and how far their learning was extended by the input 

• How collaboration between departments is essential to meet the needs of the 
patient 
Some reference was made to this objective, but was not sequenced, defined 
or explored. 

 
 
On the basis of this evidence the lesson might be satisfactory. However, in 
reality the observer would need to talk with students to assess whether there was 
new learning or significant consolidation of previous learning in the lesson. If this was 
not the case for the large majority of students then the lesson would need to be 
judged as inadequate.  

 
 
Key questions to explore with the teacher in order to address areas for development 
could include: 

• How do you know how much the students understand about the technical 
terminology covered in the lesson? What else could you do to assess this? 

• How can student engagement be raised in such lessons? 
• How was the second objective of the lesson covered? How could you have 

used activities where the students talked together to enable them to explore 
this objective? 
 


